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PUBLISHING CRITERIA
The UIS Philosophy Journal, Revista Filosofía UIS, is a half-yearly publication 
of the School of Philosophy of the UIS - Universidad Industrial de Santander, 
specialized in philosophical topics. It is devoted to the dissemination of 
original works, results and advances on scientific research in this area. Authors 
interested in collaborating with the journal can send their unpublished products 
to the following e-mail address: revistafilosofia@uis.edu.co, where they will be 
exclusively registered to the Revista Filosofía UIS´s Edition. Contributions should 
be complied with the following requirements:
SELECTION
The Journal only accepts unpublished articles, showed in exclusive way 
and registered in one proper fields of the Filosofía UIS Journal, specifically in 
philosophy, literature, science, politics, aesthetic and art. Besides, the manuscripts 
must correspond to the determined Colciencias categories for scientific journals: 
Scientific Research Articles (introduction, methodology, results and conclusions), 
Reflection Articles derived from a research (academic essays which show the 
research results as of an analytical, interpretative or critical point of view about 
a specific topic and with the original sources; and Review Articles (studies that 
analyze or systematize the results of a research about a problem of an specific 
scientific field; with a bibliography review of at least fifty (50) references that 
reports the advances and development trends). Also, bibliographic outlines or any 
kind of descriptions and translations are received.
The articles accepted within the call for entries will subject to an internal 
and external review. The first one will be carried out by an Editorial Committee 
member, who will review the originality and pertinence of the articles; the second 
one will be in charge of an external peer who will write a report about the scientific 
quality, structure, argumentation, the use of bibliographic references and the rigor 
through the topic management.
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Authors could be teachers (doctoral studies preferably) or postgraduate 
students from national or international institutions.
Once the article is accepted, the authors gain access to their publication but 
not before handing over the copyrights and reasserting that their product is an 
unpublished material.
Only the articles rigorously developed according to these guidelines will be 
taken into account for the evaluation process.
FORMAL STRUCTURE
•	 Manuscripts must be typed in Word, double spaced.
•	 Articles must be structured according to the grammar, orthographic and 
syntactic rules of the used language. The Editorial Committee could suggest 
copy and form editing.
•	 Use of italics to highlight terms and expressions in foreign language.
•	 Title in accordance with the topic treated, and with its corresponding 
translation.
•	 Materials presented must include an analytical abstract of six (6) lines and five 
(5) key words in the original language with its corresponding translation into 
English or Spanish.
•	 Abstract of the articles shall comply with the features of the analytical abstract, 
since it has to present the synthesis of the concepts, approaches, proposals 
or ideas, according to the structural organization of the original text and 
highlighting its essential elements.
•	 The information of the author or authors will not exceed tree (3) lines 
and includes a biographical outline like this: name, surnames, nationality, 
educational background, institutional affiliations and e-mail address.
•	 The information of the text will be limited to its typology. Nevertheless, if it is a 
scientific research article, it must include the name of the research group and 
project to which it is attached, as well as the duration of the project institution 
and dependence that support the manuscript.
•	 Length of the articles should be between 15 and 30 sheets of paper/quarters 
(letter size) for research and review articles; and up to four (4) sheets of paper/
quarters for biographical outlines and translations. The tables, graphics and 
images are not part of the length of the text submitted.
•	 Publication of the article and its contents are complete responsibility of the 
author, nevertheless, the editorial work done in the material presented by 
who signs the article.
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CITATION AND BIBLIOGRAPHY SYSTEM
The citation system and bibliographic references used by the Filosofía UIS 
Journal is the same used by the American Psychology Association (APA) in its 
Manual of Style (Publication Manual of APA or “APA Style Citation”). For further 
information please visit: www.apastyle.org/faqs.html
CITATIONS
According to the APA Style, citations should be included as references in 
brackets.
•	 Textual quotations: they will be made in the body of the text and must use 
quotations marks on condition that they do not exceed five (5) lines. The 
references of these quotations are incorporated in brackets, according to the 
APA standards and stating author’s last name, year of publication and page 
(Last name, year, page). i.e. (Foucault, 2001, p. 7), (Foucault, 2001, pp. 7-9).
•	 Textual quotations longer than five (5) lines must be written single-spaced, 
centre justified, without in inverted commas, and the font should be smaller 
one point than the text font. 
•	 The above criteria will also apply to the case of quotations from the Internet.
REFERENCES
The reference list only cites the sources used for the creation of the article. 
This section will be located at the end of the text and preceded by the title: 
References. The references of more than one work of the same author must be 
ordered by date, beginning from the oldest page.
PRINTED MATERIAL
Books
Author’s last name, first initials in capital letter name’s author, followed by 
publication year, in brackets. Book’s title and subtitle must be in italic and initial 
capital letters. Location and publisher are separated by colon. 
Example: 
Moscovici, S. (1975). Introducción a la psicología social. Barcelona: Planeta.
With editor: 
Last name, Name and Last name, and editor’s Name followed by (ed.) or 
(eds.). (Year). Title. Location: Publisher.
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Example:
Fernández, G. y Perente, D. (eds.). (2004). El legado de Immanuel Kant. 
Actualidad y perspectivas. Mar del Plata: Suárez.
CHAPTER IN A BOOK
Autor’s Last name and initial capital letter of author’s name, and in brackets, 
year published. Chapter title in quotations followed by the preposition “In”. Book’s 
title in italic, location and publisher, separated by colon. 
Example:
Pratt, M., González, B. et al. (eds.). (1995). “Género y ciudadanía: Las mujeres 
en diálogo con la nación”, in: Esplendores y miserias del siglo xix, Cultura y Sociedad 
en América Latina. Caracas: Monte Ávila.
SERIALS (JOURNAL ARTICLES OR NEWSPAPER)
Journal articles
Author’s Last name and initial capital letter of author’s name, and in brackets, 
year published. Article title in quotations, journal title or publication title, volume 
(issue), pages (start page-end page of entire article). 
Example of journal: 
Gerassi-Navaro, N. (1997). “La mujer como ciudadana: desafíos de una 
coqueta en el siglo XIX”. Revista Iberoamericana, volume lxiii (178-179), pp. 129-
140.
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES 
Author’s Last name and initial capital letter of author’s name. Year, month and 
day of publication date, in brackets. Article title, in quotations. Newspaper title in 
italics, pages (start page-end page of specific reference). 
Example of newspaper: 
López Martínez, M. (2006, mayo 10). “Entrevista con Mario López Martínez, 
experto en comisiones de la verdad y la reconciliación”. El Tiempo, pp. 9-10.
ELECTRONIC SOURCES (WEB PUBLICATIONS)
The sources taken from the Internet must listed to another section, later than 
the references and subtitled: Cybergraphy.
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Author’s Last name and initial capital letter of author’s name, and in brackets, 
year published. Article title in quotations, publication title in italics, volume (issue), 
pages (start page-end page of entire article). Retrieved from: specify the URL 
address or Digital Object Identifier (DOI).
Example:
Shu-Cheng, S. (2009). “Are supervisors fair mediators? The effects of personality 
traits and age difference on expected mediation fairness”. Social Behavior and 
Personality, volume 37 (1), pp. 59-118. Retrieved from: http://www.swetswise.
com/titleBank/getAtoZList.do?title=187408. 
